Independent Assessment of the European Society of Cardiology Sudden Death Risk Model for Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy.
Risk stratification for sudden death (SD) is an essential component of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HC) management, given the proven effectiveness of implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICD) for preventing SD. Although highly effective in identifying high-risk patients, current stratification algorithms remain incomplete and novel strategies are encouraged. In this regard, reliability of the statistical model to predict SD risk in HC, as recommended by the recent European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines, was retrospectively tested in an independent cohort of 1,629 consecutive patients with HC aged ≥16 years. Of the 1,629 patients, 35 incurred SD events, but only 4 of these (11%) had high predictive risk scores >6%/5 years consistent with an ICD recommendation, and most (60%; n = 21) had scores <4%/5 years that would not justify ICDs. Of 46 high-risk patients with appropriate ICD interventions for ventricular fibrillation/tachycardia, 27 (59%) had low SD risk scores of <4%/5 years, regarded by ESC as insufficient to recommend ICDs, and only 12 (26%) had scores >6%/5 years, considered an ICD indication; 11 of these 12 had already met conventional criteria warranting implantation with 2 to 3 risk markers. Of 414 patients with ICDs but without appropriate interventions, 258 (62%) had low risk scores (<4%/5 years) that would argue against implant. In conclusion, primary risk stratification using the ESC prognostic score applied retrospectively to a large independent HC cohort proved unreliable for prediction of future SD events. Most patients with HC with SD or appropriate ICD interventions were misclassified with low risk scores and therefore would have remained unprotected from arrhythmic SD without ICDs.